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Every year we run an Advent Fayre. This is an exciting enterprise opportunity for all of our classes, as they will 

run a stall that they have planned and organised, as a class. This helps build confidence and team work, within 

the peer group and it also raises money for the school. 

Lessons will be as normal in the morning. After lunch each year group will be given a time to visit the advent 

fayre (see below). Students need to bring in some money in order to have a go on the stalls and games. A carrier 

bag is also useful. 

During their time slot you are also welcome to join us in the hall. Please note this can be quite a loud and busy, 

but fun environment! Please report to reception at the allotted time. 

1.20 to 1.50pm: Year 5  
1.50 to 2.20pm: Year 6  
2.20 to 2.50pm: Year 7  
2.50pm to 3.20pm: Year 8  
 
Parking is always tricky on this day so please walk or car share if at all possible. 

Please encourage your child to bring coins to spend as change can be in short supply, especially during the early 
part of the Fayre.  
 
We are in need of items of bric-a-brac to sell (always a popular stall so perhaps it’s an opportunity to have a 
good clear-out at home of unwanted items in good condition that can be bought by others) plus bottles, 
chocolate and other items for the tombola.  
 
We would also appreciate any raffle prizes (Chocolates/Biscuits etc. Cakes to be handed in on the day itself, 

please).  

Also, we will be running a second-hand uniform stall.  
 
If you are able to help in any way on the afternoon, then please contact Miss Barnes or Mrs Watts at school.  
 

On the last day of term, we will be having a Christmas Jumper (or festive top) day. If your child doesn’t have a 

specific Christmas top, then they can decorate an existing top. It is non- uniform so they can wear sensible non 

uniform trousers/ skirts/ shoes etc. In order to take part in the day please can they bring a contribution of £1 

that will go to the Donna Louise trust. 

AN EXPERT AT ANYTHING 
WAS ONCE A BEGINNER 
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Friday 6th December 7JWD -  Friday 13th December 7RCT 

                                                                                                

…

12th December 2019 Advent Fayre 

17th December 2019 Christmas Concert 

18th December 2019 PMS School Christmas Lunch 

19th December 2019 School Disco 
Y5&6 5.30-7pm 
Y7&8 7.30-9pm 

20th December 2019 Christmas Jumper Day 

20th December 2019 School finishes 1pm 

6th January 2020 School returns 

9th January 2020 Y6 SATS Evening 

16th January 2020 France Info Evening 

for week 24th-30th November 

Scarlett Jenkins 
West Midlands Floor and Vault 

1st December 2019

to Samuel Thursfield in 6AG who ran at Liverpool Sefton Park on 23/11/19 as part of the 

British Athletics Cross Country Challenge. He placed in an amazing 15th place out of 133. Well done! 
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JOHN SPIERS 5CWK JANIE MORRIS 6AG                      LILY HAY 7JWD MAPLE NORMAN 8DH 

CAMERON POPE 5JB AMERAH HAYNES 6AP LEO DICKENS 7KM KIERAN McCLURG 8HE 

TODD PARTON 5LK MIKEY NORMAN 6CA CHARLIE HILL 7RCT SPENCER KIRK 8JW 

HUDSON FENNELL-OWEN 5RK FREYA MACDONALD-LOVE 6TG AMELIA WILLIAMS 7LW JOHN GLOVER-SMITH 8SH 

ISABELLE BIRKS 5SE 

  

RILEY MURRAY 8SS 
 

 

Eva Abley (7LW)   Samuel Aldridge (5JB)     Joe Ashe (5JB) 

Hannah Baker (8HE)   George Bendall (6TG)   Caitlin Best (5JB) 

Emma Binns (8SH)   Jessi Bradford (8SS)   Isobelle Bramwell (8HE) 

Joe Bramwell (8HE)   Dominic Brooks (5JB)   Mia Cashmore (8HE) 

Sam Chisnall (5JB)   Lewis Corbett (5LK)   Lilly-May Crawford-Giles (5JB) 

Leah Dadd (5JB)   Emily Dillon (7LW)    Theo Dockery (7RCT) 

Brandon Drakulic (5JB)   Tyron Drakulic (5LK)   Owen Gilbert (6TG)  

Daisy Gilmartin (6TG)   Jacob Godwin (8HE)   Oscar Goleniowski (5JB)  

Krishan Gough (8HE)   Imogen Griffiths (8SH)   Lydia Ham (8SS) 

Jack Harris (8DH)    Alfie Haynes (5JB)    Aaron Heath (8DH)  

Andrew Hill (8SH)    Stephen Hill (8SH)   Isabelle Hodges (7RCT)  

Molly Hodgetts (8DH)    James Hodgkiss (8DH)   Emily Holmes (5JB)  

Amelia Jones (5JB)    Millie Lewis (8DH)    Darcie Lloyd (5JB) 

Alex Macey (8SH)   Rebecca Maiden (8HE)   Cooper Marsh (8SH) 

Harrison Mason-Smith (8SH)  Thomas McAleenan (8DH)  Kieran McClurg (8HE) 

Harriet McDonald (7RCT)  Ellis Millard (8DH)   James Millard (8DH)   

Joe Milner (8SS)   Lauren Milner (7RCT)   Ruby Milner (8SS)   

Isabelle Munnelly (7LW)   Ewan Newman (8HE)   Maple Norman (8DH)   

Isaac Payton (7LW)   Abimae Phillips (8DH)   Evie-May Pitt (7RCT)   

Cameron Pope (5JB)   Alexander Popham (5JB)  Edward Poulsom (8HE)  

Jack Price (8DH)   Lulu Proud (5JB)   Nathan Proud (8DH)    

Isabelle Reed (7RCT)   Scarlett Robinson (7LW)  Jack Roche (5JB)   

Ethan Rowley (8HE)   Amy Rudge (8SS)   Chloe Scarratt (5JB)   

Holly Scott (5JB)   Matthew Smith (5JB)   Oliver Smith-Williams (7LW)  

Jayden Stone (5JB)   William Targett (5JB)   Tristan Taylor (8SH)   

Jake Thornsby (8SS)   Charlotte Waine (8DH)   Alfie Ward (8SS)   

Walker Ward (5JB)   Emily Wellsbury (5JB)   Jake White (8SS)   

Mason Withington (5CWK)  William Wright (8SS)   Olivia Wynn-Jones (6TG) 
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Give the gift of a book  

With Christmas fast approaching, we thought it’d be a great idea to share some new books which would make the 

perfect Christmas present for your child: 

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/our-recommendations/booklists/ 

https://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/carnegie-current-shortlist.php 

http://www.wordsforlife.org.uk/searchbooks?keys=&field_booksuitable_value_many_to_one=9-12 

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/our-recommendations/100-best-books/ 

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/our-recommendations/ 

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/what-we-do/awards-and-prizes/current-prizes/blue-peter-book-awards/blue-peter-

book-awards-archive/blue-peter-book-awards-2019/ 

 

The Blue Peter Book Award for Best Story 2019 was The Boy at the 
Back of the Class. Onjali Rauf's first book tells the story of how one 

ordinary nine-year-old child and three classmates are full of empathy 
for Ahmet (the boy at the back of the class), who comes to their school 
as a refugee from Syria. Through their sensitivity, curiosity, ingenuity, 

bravery and innocent niceness, they make a massive impact on 
Ahmet's life, friends, class, school, community and wider world. 

This is the book sitting on my bedside table just now and I just can’t 
put it down! (Mrs Gutteridge)  

 

In 2007, when a new edition of the Oxford Junior Dictionary ― widely used in 
schools around the world ― was published, a sharp-eyed reader soon noticed 

that around forty common words concerning nature had been dropped. 
Apparently, they were no longer being used enough by children to merit their 

place in the dictionary. The list of these “lost words” included acorn, adder, 
bluebell, dandelion, fern, heron, kingfisher, newt, otter, and willow. Among 

the words taking their place were attachment, blog, broadband, bullet-point, 
cut-and-paste, and voicemail. The news of these substitutions ― the outdoor 

and natural being displaced by the indoor and virtual ― became seen by many 
as a powerful sign of the growing gulf between childhood and the natural 

world. Ten years later, Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris set out to make a 
“spell book” that will conjure back twenty of these lost words, and the beings 
they name, from acorn to wren. By the magic of word and paint, they sought 
to summon these words again into the voices, stories, and dreams of children 

and adults alike, and to celebrate the wonder and importance of everyday 
nature. 

All the students know how enamoured I am with this. How beautiful 
it is and how awful that these words are at risk for being forgotten 
forever! (Mrs Gutteridge)  

The content of this is quite 
controversial - but that's 
what reading should 

Xiomara, a fierce teenage girl of Dominican heritage, is starting to 
notice boys, but her strict Catholic parents have decided that there will 
be absolutely no contact with the opposite sex until marriage. Her twin 
brother, always the apple of their parents’ eye, is also struggling with 

his own emergent attraction to another boy. 
Yet when Xiomara sits next to Aman in science class, she can’t deny the 
attraction – and starts to question why she would want to. At the same 
time, a new teacher at school starts a slam poetry club, and Xiomara’s 
notebook, filled with the poetry she is too shy to share with anyone, 

yearns to be shouted, sung, confessed. 
 

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/our-recommendations/booklists/
https://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/carnegie-current-shortlist.php
http://www.wordsforlife.org.uk/searchbooks?keys=&field_booksuitable_value_many_to_one=9-12
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/our-recommendations/100-best-books/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/our-recommendations/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/what-we-do/awards-and-prizes/current-prizes/blue-peter-book-awards/blue-peter-book-awards-archive/blue-peter-book-awards-2019/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/what-we-do/awards-and-prizes/current-prizes/blue-peter-book-awards/blue-peter-book-awards-archive/blue-peter-book-awards-2019/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/t/the-boy-at-the-back-of-the-class/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/t/the-boy-at-the-back-of-the-class/
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explore! Furthermore, it 
has been recommended at 
the Middle School 
Network area meetings,  
run by  Staffordshire 
County Council.  

This is on my Christmas list. WINNER OF THE CILIP CARNEGIE MEDAL 
2019, it’s sure to be a super read! (Mrs Gutteridge).  
 

 
 
The content of this book 
does include some more 
mature language in the 
form of the journals kept 
by these explorers. 
Parents may wish to read 
it through first before 
gifting to students.  

The sketchbooks and journals presented here allow us the opportunity to 
share, through their own eyes and thoughts, the on-the-spot reactions of 
around 70 intrepid individuals as they journeyed into frozen wastes, high 

mountains, barren deserts and rich rainforests. Some are well known, such as 
Captain Scott, Charles Darwin, Thor Heyerdahl and Abel Tasman; others are 

unfamiliar, including Adela Breton, who braved the jungles of Mexico to make 
an unparalleled record of Maya monuments, and Alexandrine Tinne, who died 
in her attempt to be the first woman to cross the Sahara. Here are pioneering 

explorers and mapmakers, botanists and artists, ecologists and 
anthropologists, eccentrics and visionaries, men and women. A handful of 
living explorers, including Wade Davis, provide their thoughts on the art of 

exploration.  
Often battered and neglected, stored away and perhaps long forgotten, many 
of these sketchbooks have themselves awaited rediscovery. Now is the chance 

to open them again... 

I LOVE a good non-fiction text; especially one with such exciting 
history. We have much to learn from these explorers and this text 
provides a vehicle for us all to experience just what exploring is all 
about. It’s an adult book filled with wonder, magical adventure and 
excitement (Mrs Gutteridge).   
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Earlier this year our Year 7 students took part in the Royal Institute of British Architects Building for 

Survival challenge, by designing a building for communities affected by extreme weather. We were excited 

to be working on one of the UN Global Goals, Number 13 "Climate Action". We had some really exciting 

ideas and the beautifully created designs were submitted. 

A short list was drawn up from entries from across the country and these were displayed during the RIBA 

Festival of Learning. As part of the festival, professional architects and audiences voted on their favourite 

designs from the shortlisted entries, and we are delighted to announce that Maggie (7JWD) won the 

competition with her design Drain Tower. Well done Maggie! 

For more details, follow the link below to the RIBA website.  

www.architecture.com/campaign/clore-learning-centre/riba-festival-of-learning/riba-national-schools-

competition 
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Y7 played St. Dominic’s in Stone on 28th November and Lauren Milner chose to have the first centre 

pass while the other team chose which way round they wanted to shoot first.  In the first half St 

Dominic’s had most of the possession and the score was 3-1 to the opposition.  Following some tips 

from Mrs Harwood during the team talk at half time there was a big improvement in the second half, 

the passes were much cleaner. The final score was 4-1 to St. Dominic’s.  Well done to everyone who 

played and well done to Year 8 in their match. 

Y7 players Isla Sheldon-Ward, Lauren Milner, Grace Giles, Letia Rose, Katie Sturgess, Olivia Cochrane, 

Lucy Axcell. 

 

Yet another incredible match played by the Year 8’s winning 14-10 against St Dominic’s Stone.  The 

players on the team were: Imogen Griffiths (GS), Alex Macey (GK), Rhianna Shackleton (GA), Abi 

Phillips (GD), Millie Lewis (WA), Charley Wood (WD), Maple Norman (C) and Martha Felton (Res). 

As soon as we stepped onto the court everybody gave 100% effort to ensure that they would not be 

defeated by their opponents.  On the St Dominic’s team, they had some skilful and nimble players who 

would occasionally get interceptions from Penkridge.  With both teams tightly marking their 

opponents, the girls knew that they would have to keep up the excellent work to be able to win the 

match. 

Alex and Abi were able to jump high and get the rebounds when St Dominic’s shooters took a shot, 

Martha and Charley were defending especially well in the centre court and cleanly passing the ball 

down to our attacking end.  Maple and Mill would make a swift dodge from their defenders and then 

carefully pass the ball to Rhianna and Imogen who would increase the score by shooting the goals. 

All players did extremely well, playing exceptionally as a team and working together to come out on 

top once again. 
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